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QUESTION 1

How does SnapDiff determine which files have changed? 

A. It uses journal based backup. 

B. It scans the file system for changed blocks. 

C. It compares the TOC stored in the TSM database. 

D. It runs an incremental backup of the files that were reported as changed by the filer. 

Correct Answer: D 

Explanation: Using the snapdiff option with the incremental command streamlines the incremental backup process. The
command runs an incremental backup of the files that were reported as changed by NetApp instead of scanning all of
the volume for changed files 

 

QUESTION 2

What is meant by the server option Dedup Requires Backup? 

A. The client must back up deduplicated data. 

B. Only copy storage pools can be enabled for deduplication. 

C. The database must be backed up prior to deduplication taking place. 

D. The duplicated data will be freed after a successful storage pool backup is run. 

Correct Answer: D 

Explanation: The DEDUPREQUIRESBACKUP option specifies whether volumes in primary sequential-access storage
pools that are set up for deduplication can be reclaimed and whether duplicate data can be discarded before the storage
pools are backed up. 

 

QUESTION 3

The host application creates transaction logs and rotates old logs to a temp directory every hour. 

Which action ensures the logs are saved to the IBM Tivoli Storage Manager server before deleting them? 

A. Use continuous data backup of the temp directory. 

B. Archive the temp directory hourly and specify the DELETEFILES option. 

C. Run a snapshot and specify the post-snapshot script to delete old logs. 

D. Run an incremental backup and use the host scheduler to delete log files. 

Correct Answer: B 
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Explanation: Use the deletefiles option with the archive command to delete files from your workstation after you archive
them. 

 

QUESTION 4

Which task or process might be included in a server administrative schedule? 

A. Shred disk 

B. Promote disk 

C. Ingest inventory 

D. Expire inventory 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

What is the purpose of the client acceptor daemon? 

A. It enables client side deduplication. 

B. It is a light-weight acceptor for restoring client files. 

C. It accepts commands from the Tivoli Storage Manager server. 

D. It automatically starts and stops the scheduler process as needed. 

Correct Answer: D 

Explanation: The client acceptor daemon serves as an external timer for the scheduler. When the scheduler is started, it
queries the server for the next scheduled event. The event is either executed immediately or the scheduler exits. The
client acceptor daemon restarts the scheduler when it is time to execute the scheduled event. 
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